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The purpose of this document is to help you navigate 
around our platform and best use its functions.



Logging In
To access our platform, you firstly have to login or set a password (if you haven’t already).
If you already have an existing account but have forgotten your password, you will have to
set a new one.

Please see below the relevant links to our platform:

Log in:
https://backoffice.bookingprotect.com/login

Set Password:
https://backoffice.bookingprotect.com/setpassword

Reset Password:
https://backoffice.bookingprotect.com/forgottenPassword

If you’re creating or resetting a password using either of the above links, please be aware that
the emails you receive to do so are only valid for 1 hour. If the links expire before you manage to
set a new password, you will have to submit the request again to generate a new email.

For ease of access, we recommend bookmarking/favouriting the above link to our platform log in page.
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https://backoffice.bookingprotect.com/login
https://backoffice.bookingprotect.com/setpassword 
https://backoffice.bookingprotect.com/forgottenPassword


How does our login page appear?
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Our platform login page appears as below and requires your email address
(or username which we will have sent you separately), and password.



Dashboard
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Once logged in you will see your Booking Protect dashboard. Your dashboard is a quick 
view of the sales performance which can be monitored by Day, Week, and Month.

You can also view the sales performance by Currency and Price band.

Dashboard example



How do I interpret 
the Sales Summary?

The Sales Summary graph is essentially a visual representation of 
your Booking Protect sales performance. Clicking on the Day, Month, 
or Week will allow you to view your live sales between the selected 
time frame.

This is useful for monitoring where spikes/declines in sales occur,
and generally to see the consistency of sales.

The orange line represents the amount of sales made between
the selected time frame, for example on a specific day or within
a specific week. Hovering over the dots will present you with the
number of sales made.

The blue line represents the revenue generated between
the selected time frame. Hovering over the blue dots will
allow you to see the revenue at a specific time or on
a specific day.
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Sales Summary Definitions

Opportunities – The total number of transactions for which refund protection could have been purchased
Sales – The total number of transactions for which refund protection was purchased
Conversion – The total transactions sold divided by the total opportunities (%)
APV – Average Protection Value (Revenue/Sales)
Revenue – The total revenue generated

Please note, the default Sales Summary shows the total Revenue generated within the selected time scale.
To view the commission generated, click on the commission button which appears on the top right of the 
Sales Summary;
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The Sales Summary allows you to view your Booking Protect sales data for the 
last 12 months. To see historic data outside the last 12 months, please contact 

your Account Manager who will arrange for a report to be generated.



Customer Search

To search for a customer’s individual purchase of 
Booking Protect, the Customer search function can 
be used;
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You can search our 
system using either 
the booking reference 
number or customer 
name.

The policy should then 
appear as shown (left).

If there’s more than 
one result from the 
name/numbers 
you’ve searched, 
a Results box will 
appear on the left 
of your screen. You 
can use this to scroll 
through and locate 
the policy you’re 
looking for.

Please note, if you’re looking to locate a policy under reference “abc123xyz” and search only “123”, the policy will not present 
as a result. The system will only present results where the beginning of the data field is searched (“abc”), or your search 

matches the reference exactly (“abc123xyz”).
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Cancelling a Sale of
Refund Protection

You or your customer can choose to cancel Booking Protect if they 
change their mind or added it by accident, however don’t forget that any 
cancellations must be completed within 14 days of the purchase date (as 
beyond this time period, the refund protection has been paid to our insurer 
and the fees cannot be recouped).

To cancel a Sale of Refund Protection within our platform, follow the below 
steps:

1) Enter the Customers Reference Number into the Customer Search bar 
and locate the purchase

2) Review the Results and select the relevant purchase
3) Click Cancel Protection

You will then see a pop up confirming that the sale has been cancelled.

For the visuals, please see page 7.



Sales Reports
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Sales Summary – A summary showing the total number of sales, total 
revenue generated and total cost for the currently active pricing structure. 
The Sales Summary can be filtered by Product, Currency, Month, and Year.

Sales Breakdown – The breakdown of Booking Protect sales with cost at an individual item level of granularity. These can be filtered 
by Month and Year and downloaded as a CSV file.

Please note, depending on how you call us through the API, you may see multiple sales appear under the same name. If so, this is 
due to the booking pulling through on a per person basis. 

Example:  If a booking is made for a party of 3, the Sales Breakdown will show the sale 3 times, splitting it out on a per person basis.
So, whilst on first glance some of your bookings may look like duplicates, they are in fact just broken down by the amount of people 
within the party/booking.

Commission Summary – A summary showing the total number of sales, revenue generated, and total commission retained for the 
currently active pricing structure. The Commission Summary can be filtered by Product, Currency, Month, and Year.

Commission Breakdown – The breakdown of Booking Protect sales with commission retained at an individual item level of 
granularity. This can be filtered by Month and Year.

Matrix Comparison – Allows you to compare sales performance of historically and currently active pricing structures.



Where can I locate my invoices?

1) Going to ‘Finance Reports’ within the Reports tab;
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2) Clicking into ‘Invoices’. A list of all invoices 
we have sent to you will then appear, as below.

To view an invoice, click on the relevant date and this will download the invoice to your desktop.

If you have any questions or require any assistance, please contact your Account Manager.

All invoices are sent out to you automatically on the 1st of each month, however if you do need to locate any statements we’ve sent 
to you since going live, these can be found by...



Your Unique Account Credentials
To access you unique account credentials, including your Vendor ID and API Key, go to ‘Account’ then ‘Settings’, as below:

You should then see your Unique Account credentials including name: 
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